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Three atalogues of variable stars in the Large Magellani Cloud have been publishedreently (Grison et al., 1995, Alok et al., 1997, Udalski et al., 1999). They are based onobservations with CCD detetors for gravitational lensing experiments. Analogous workof Hughes (1989) was performed on the base of photographi observations in the LMC.In these atalogues, besides photometri data, equatorial oordinates of variable stars aregiven. The authors of the three ited papers used observations arried out with Shmidttelesopes or the Digitized Sky Survey (DSS) to determine the positions of stars. DSSis also based on observations with Shmidt telesopes. Suh star positions an ontainsystemati errors of 0.6{0.7 arse (Udalski et al., 1999, Udalski et al., 1998).In order to failitate the proedure of position determinations, we have ompiled aatalogue of referene stars in the western part of the LMC bar. This atalogue ontainsaurate positions of 436 stars in the Tyho frame (H�g et al., 1998), the positions aregiven in the eletroni Table 1 (5047-t1.txt). It onstitutes a referene net with the meandensity of 200 stars per square degree in the bar area and an be a referene ataloguefor aurate position determinations with CCD detetors. The overwhelming majorityof stars (405) in this atalogue are Harvard variables (Hodge and Wright, 1967). Otherstars are 18 Dublin variables (Butler and Wayman, 1974) and 7 variables disovered byKurohkin et al. (1989). Several referene stars in our atalogue are not variables. Whyvariable stars were hosen as referene ones? The variables with good history are the beststudied objets in the LMC (�nding harts, photometry, positions and so on). Thereforewe an easily identify them and ompare our oordinates with those in other atalogues.Moreover, position determinations for variable stars in the modern referene frame wouldbe useful.We had at our disposal a number of plates of the LMC taken with two telesopes, thedouble menisus astrograph AZT-16 (F = 207 m, D = 70 m, �eld 5Æ � 5Æ) at CerroRoble Astronomial Station and the 1-m reetor (F = 712 m, �eld diameter 2:5Æ) atLas Campanas Observatory, both in Chile. Unfortunately it was impossible to measurethe plates of the 1-m reetor beause of their large size exeeding the maximum size ofa plate whih we an measure using our ASCORECORD measuring mahine. We haveprepared ontat �lm opies of these plates and measured them instead of the plates. The1-m reetor has a high resolution. So two faint stars at a distane of 2 arse are seenapart. However, the images of Tyho referene stars (10m{12m in B) are too large on
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the plates of the reetor and annot be measured aurately. Thus we annot determineaurate star positions in the Tyho frame using these plates diretly.On the other hand, the astrograph is very suitable for suh a proedure. It has a large�eld without any distortion. The images of Tyho stars on the astrograph plates are wellmeasurable. However, the astrograph has a short foal length, therefore additional errorsappear in star positions beause of star rowding if we deal with suh areas as the LMCbar. Let us onsider briey this problem.Many stars of the LMC bar look on the plates as omplex images onsisting of two ormore very lose omponents. The distanes between them are smaller than the image sizeon the astrograph plates beause of the short foal length. If the plates are photographedin di�erent observing onditions, suh as di�ering spetral bands, di�erent exposures,brightness hanges due to variability, the omplex image looks variously on di�erent plates.After measurements of suh plates, we shall get various positions for stars with ompleximages. The oordinate di�erenes for the double menisus astrograph an exeed thetypial position error by a fator of 3 or even more. As a measure of star rowdinginuene upon the derived oordinates, we use two values, R� and R�, of oordinateranges R� = �max � �min; R� = �max � �min;where �, � are the standard oordinates, derived from measurements ofm plates, �max and�min are maximum and minimum oordinates of a star among these m values (similarlyfor the � oordinate).The typial position error for the double-menisus astrograph is 0.2 arse. We had 3measurable astrograph plates (2 in B and 1 in V band) and got 3 values of right asensionand delination for eah star. The values R� and R� varied from zero to 1 arse andmore. To use the best properties of both telesopes, we have applied a two-stage redutionmethod. At the �rst stage, the so-alled \�rst determination", we measured three platesof the astrograph, derived the equatorial oordinates of variable stars and the values R�and R�. We assigned that there were no signi�ant systemati errors beause of rowdingin the positions of stars with R�, R� of 0.5{0.6 arse and less, as these values alsoinluded errors of measurements. Therefore we regarded the positions derived in the �rstdetermination with R�, R� less than 0.65 arse as �nal ones, as the maximum rangeexeeds the mean-square error approximately four times for variates.All measurements in the �rst determination were subdivided into 8 series. In eahseries, we used 20{25 referene Tyho stars for determinations of plate onstants andequatorial oordinates of 50{60 variable stars. Turner's linear method was used for trans-formation of the measured oordinates to the referene frame. Mean deviations of themeasured and the Tyho positions were 0.2{0.3 arse. If we know the mean values ofR�, R� for some stars, we an estimate the values of standard errors ��, �� (Smirnov andDunin-Barkovskij, 1969). For 266 variable stars having, in the �rst determination, R�,R� less than 0.65 arse, these values and their 98% on�dene regions are, in arse,�� = 0:20 (onf. reg. 0.19{0.22); �� = 0:18 (onf. reg. 0.17{0.20):These stars are denoted in the 4th olumn of Table 1 as `DMA'.37% of the atalogue stars had, at this stage, at least one value of R� or R� in exessof 0.65 arse beause of the rowding e�et. The oordinates of suh stars have beenredetermined at the seond stage. For this purpose, we measured �lm opies of two platestaken with the 1-m reetor in B and in V bands. At this stage, the variable stars withR�, R� less than 0.4{0.5 arse were used as referene ones. The inuene of star rowdingin this ase was less than at the �rst stage beause of the long foal length of the reetor,
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aordingly the ranges R�, R� were usually 0.1{0.2 arse. The standard errors ��, �� ofvariable stars oordinates at the seond stage are 0.1 arse. Suh values are typial forthe telesope of 7 m foal length and on�rm the possibility to use the �lm opies insteadof the original plates. These stars are denoted in the 4th olumn of Table 1 as `1 m vs'.Some variable stars formerly regarded as single ones have proved visual doubles, witha typial distane between their omponents of about 2 arse. If we annot indiate thevariable star in suh a pair, we give the oordinates of both omponents.It is impossible to form a referene frame onsisting of variable stars around a starsituated at the edge of the area overed by the atalogue. Around eah of suh stars, aseond referene frame ontaining 7{9 nearest �eld stars in a small area, not more than100�100, was formed . The oordinates of the seondary referene stars were determined bymeans of the same proedure as that used in the �rst determination, i.e. three astrographplates were measured. We have determined the positions of 26 variable stars using suhsmall referene frames. These stars are denoted in the 4th olumn of Table 1 as `1 m fs'.The atalogue now presented is not uniform in the sense of positional auray. Themost aurate positions are those for stars with images remeasured on the reetor plates.Their auray is 0.1 arse, but this value shows only that there is a good agreementof two individual positions. In reality, there are systematial errors in these positions, atleast beause of the magnitude equation.Using our atalogue, we have estimated the auray of the positions in the GCVSVolume V and in the OGLE atalog (Udalski et al., 1999). The auray of the �rstatalog is 0.4{0.9 arse in the LMC bar, but there are systemati errors of 0.3{1.1 arse.These values have been derived from the omparison of 403 star positions in our atalogueand in GCVS one like as desribed further for the OGLE atalogue. The omparison ofour atalogue with the OGLE atalogue has been arried out using 196 stars in ommon.We divided them into 14 groups (14 star in eah group) in right asension diretion andalulated, for eah group, the mean oordinate di�erenes between the two atalogues.These mean values we regarded as systematial di�erenes between the two atalogues for14 disrete values of right asension. They depend on oordinates and hange from 0.3 to0.6 arse and from 0.0 to 0.3 arse in right asension and delination respetively. Theauthors of the OGLE atalogue wrote about a possible systemati error about 0.6 arsedue to the redution proedure using the DSS as the referene means. We believe that theause of the systematial di�erenes is the omplex distortion of Shmidt plates the DSSwas based on, as the double-menisus astrograph has no distortion and our measurementsof the reetor plates were orreted for third-order distorsions.We identi�ed EROS, MACHO and OGLE variables using the oinidene of theiroordinates only. The oordinates of any star in these atalogues di�ered from those inour atalogue not more than by 1 arse. Some Cepheids in lose pairs were identi�edusing OGLE positions.The analysis of the oordinate di�erenes depending on right asension only madeus to rejet our assumption that there were no signi�ant systemati errors beause ofrowding in the positions of stars with small values of R�, R�. We have found somestars with small values (0.3{0.4 arse) of R�, R� but with signi�ant deviations (to 0.3{0.4 arse) of our positions from the OGLE ones, after aounting for the systematidi�erenes between these atalogues. Therefore we have redetermined the positions of 34suh stars previously determined using the plates of the astrograph. We have remeasuredtheir images on the plates of the 1-m telesope and have ahieved a signi�ant dereaseof the position di�erenes with the OGLE atalogue. Thus, the small values of R�, R�in the �rst determination do not signify that there is no notieable error (to 0.4 arse)
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beause of star rowding in the positions of suh stars. Note that the OGLE ataloguewas based on observations with a telesope of more than 12 m foal length, therefore theinuene of star rowding was signi�antly less than in the ase of the double menisusastrograph. Having disovered this fat, we have deided to improve our atalogue byredetermining the position of those stars. These are the stars denoted in the 4th olumnof Table 1 as `DMA'. For this end, we have to measure the plates of the 1-m telesope.However, while working on this projet, it would be reasonable to publish the �rstversion of our atalogue, whih has been reated in the most modern referene frame andis free from systemati errors inherent to those atalogues whih are based on observationswith Shmidt telesopes.The atalogue presented onsist of two parts: a table of oordinates with identi�ationsand plate information and remarks to individual stars. This �le is supplementing theIBVS publiation and an be retrieved eletronially from the IBVS website as well asfrom http://astrometri.sai.msu.ru/.We are grateful to Drs. Yu. Efremov, N. Samus, A. Kuzmin, and V. Sementsov forassistane. Thanks are due to the Isaa Newton Institute for the possibility to measurethe reetor plates.
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